
Trust well-placed

BALLISTIC SENTRY BOXES



Smooth, simple lines, fit for
 any architectural environment

Hidden ventilation system that closes to 
protect the sentry from smoke bombs

Anti vandal protection fοr the A/C unit

Entirely bullet proof 
construction without 

vulnerable spots

Smart design with 
inclined window 

glazings

Accredited level FB7 
(EN 1522, EN 1523)

full body ballistic 
protection

The bullet proof sentry box TITAN offers high level bullet proof 
armour and a repelling appearance for the armed forces, public 
buildings, services and organizations. The perfect symmetry 
offers the construction anthropomorphic features. 
With overlapping armoured plates covering 
the steel surface, a direct reference 
to ancient Asian suits of armour has 
been achieved. The negative slope 
of the window glazing adds crucial 
space to the interior of the guard 
house, depriving at the same time 
the attacker of the advantage of 
reflection. The design provides for 
the manual control of the ventilation 
system as well as for the anti vandal 
protection for the external A/C unit.

The bullet proof sentry box ASPIS is suitable for residences, 
industrial buildings, hospitals and wherever else discreet 
armouring is needed. It has been designed with the aim of being 
discrete, versatile and impenetrable. In full compatibility with 
international ballistic standards, 
the ASPIS guard house can be 
adapted to the architecture of 
the surrounding space, either 
as it is –being attached to 
smooth plastered surfaces– or 
coated with decorative materials 
(cladding, brick or stone) as per 
the architectural surrounding 
demands. The design also provides 
for the protection of the external 
A/C unit.

Wide range of ballistic 

levels upon demand

Armouring
level IV

NIJ 0108.01 
& 

BR7 EN1063



Bullet proof check-point

Great attention is given to the comfort and safety of the guard or 
user. Best in class materials and attentive finish in the interior, as 
well as ergonomic design, aim to provide a safe and comfortable 
environment and reduce stress for those who work for our safety. 
Special facilities and equipment can be provided according to the 
client’s particular ergonomic (desks, wc, etc) or security (video 
surveillance, blast relief vent, etc) needs.

A wide range of Standard and Optional 
Equipment is offered to suit the need 
of every user. Custom dimensions 
bulletproof glazings, shooting hatches, 
bulletproof intercom systems and 
communication drawers, are only 
few of the solutions we provide.

BULLET PROOF EQUIPMENT

Various cladding possibilities 
to suit your environment

Interior of check-point



EUROtrade, with its 

› High Insight and Expertise

› High Quality and Security Standards 

› Highly trained technical staff 

› Attention to the detail

› Extensive Quality Control Procedures,

guarantees that ASPIS and TITAN will 

perform their best at the time you need 

it most.

The high armoring ballistic constructions 

ASPIS and TITAN have been designed 

and used for a variety of security and 

defense needs:

› Sentry boxes 
› Guard houses
› Check points
› Customs offices
› Critical equipment shelters
› Safe rooms
› Correction facilities’ watch guard posts

Our expert designer team can adopt any 

existing model or design from scratch a 

new one for every need. 
Bullet proof 
radio equipment shelter

Bullet proof customs’ office



Inter nal view

Ventilation with 
bullet proof protection

External drainage with 
bullet proof protection

Bullet proof guard house 
– panic room

Inter nal view
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Trust well-placed
EUROtrade has associated its name with 
quality, offering special, tailored housing 
solutions in the field of commercial 
constructions and the industry, both in 
Greece and abroad.

For over 35 years now, with specialized 
personnel and in collaboration with 
renowned specialists, EUROtrade offers 
quality solutions even to the most complex 
building problems. 

Today, EUROtrade is considered the highest 
quality company in housing, offering added 
value to each and every construction it 
undertakes.

Today, with a state-of-the-art factory 
staffed with high-caliber executives, 
expert associate engineers, architects and 
a specialized technical team EUROtrade 
stands by your side. Next to you. For your 
every single need, with truly innovative 
solutions and ideas.

INNOVATION 
With a design that exceeds the standards, 
innovative technical specifications and 
use of materials that bring each time a 
new air to housing norms, it leads the de-
velopments in the field of prefabricated 
steel constructions. 

CONSISTENCE 
The execution of each project is deter-
mined by firm time schedules which are 
strictly followed within the accorded 
framework. 

RELIABILITY & ECONOMY
Since the very first instance, each client 
feels that is being served by a company 
which he can trust, not only during project 
execution, but also through the after sales 
support offered.
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